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This paper deals with the problem of uniqueness of best Chebyshev 
approximations by subspaces of spline functions on compact subsets T of R. 
Necessary and sutlicient conditions ensuring uniqueness of best approximations are 
given and a characterization of strongly unique best approximations using best 
approximations on finite subsets of T is established. Moreover, problems where a 
best approximation is unique on an interval I but is not a unique best 
approximation on any finite subset are considered. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let T be a (nonempty) compact subset of R! and C(T) the space of real- 
valued functions on T, where C(T) is normed by llfil := 
sup { If(x x E T}. Suppose that G is an n-dimensional subspace of C(T) 
then the set of best Chebysheu approximations to a function f in C(T) out 
of G is defined by 
{g,EG: Ilf-solI =inf{Ilf-gll: sg:C}}. 
This paper deals with an approximation problem where G are subspaces of 
spline functions S,(d) of degree m - 1 with k fixed knots, n = m + k. We 
study the relationship between best approximations for problems defined 
on compact sets T and finite subsets thereof. In particular, we consider 
problems where the best approximation is unique. 
First, we study approximation problems on finite subsets T. Rice [lo] 
has defined a “strict approximation” s(f, T) which is a particular unique 
best Chebyshev approximation. If G is a spline subspace these strict 
approximations have been characterized in [15, 163. Here we construct a 
subset R c T such that R has at most 2n points and s(f, T) is the (unique) 
strict approximation to f on R. Similar results are not true for 
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approximation problems delined on an interval Z, in general. Let f be a 
function on Z which has a strongly unique best approximation s,; then we 
can construct a subset R as above such that R contains at most 2n points 
and s,, is a (strongly) unique best approximation to f on R. Strongly uni- 
que best approximations can be characterized by such subsets (see also 
Brosowski [2]). To determine a best approximation we compute strict 
approximations (f, ri) on certain finite subsets Ti. If f has a strongly uni- 
que best approximation sO, then we can define a sequence of subsets T, 
such that (s(f, Ti)} converges to sO. Moreover, we give conditions where 
{s(f, Ti)} converges if f has not a strongly unique best approximation. The 
above-mentioned finite subsets R which contain at most 2n points play an 
important role in this construction. 
Finally we consider finite subsets which “fill out” an interval Z and give 
examples where a best approximation is unique on Z but is not unique on ’ 
any finite subset. We shall show that this is true if f has not a strongly uni- 
que best approximation. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let a function f in C(T) be given. We use the following notations: We 
denote by E(f) the set of extreme points of the function f on T, 
E(f)= {-=T: If(x)l= llflll. 
A function f is said to alternate on the points t, < .*a c t,, in T if 
f(ti)f(ti+1)c09 i=L..., h - 1 and we call points t, < *. * c t,, in T alter- 
nating extreme points off if p( - l)y(ti) = 11 f 11, i= l,..., h, p E { - 1, l}. 
If the subset U of T contains at least two alternating extreme points, then 
we count the number of alternations off in U by 
A J f) = max( p: there exist p + 1 alternating 
extreme points off in the subset U}. 
If U does not contain two alternating extreme points, we write A Jf) = 0. 
We also consider approximation problems defined on compact subsets 
UcT. Let llfllu:= sup{lf(x)l: x E U}. Then the set of best Chebyshev 
approximations to f out of G on U is defined by {g, E G: 11 f - g,JI u = 
Wllf -gllu: gEG)I, w h ere G is an n-dimensional subspace of C(T). 
A subspace G satisfies the Haar condition if g E G, g(x) = 0 at n distinct 
points of T implies g E 0. In this case the best approximation is always uni- 
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que. Moreover, there exists a subset U of T for the best approximation g, 
which contains II + 1 points such that g, is also a unique best 
approximation from G to f on U. 
If G does not satisfy the Haar condition we do not have similar results. 
In this paper we shall study problems concerning uniqueness of best 
approximations. Moreover, we consider the relationship between best 
approximations for problems defined on a set T and the best 
approximations on subsets of T. 
We shall need the following notations: A subset {g, ,..., g,} of linearly 
independent functions of C(T) is called a weak Chebysheu system if every 
function g in G = span{ g, ,..., g, } has at mst n - 1 sign changes on T. The 
subspace G is called a weak Chebysheu subspace. The subset { gi};=, is 
called a complete weak Chebyshev system if the subsets (g,}“, 1 are weak 
Chebyshev systems for k = l,..., n. The subspace G is called a complete weak 
Chebysheo subspace if G contains a basis { gi};= 1 which is a complete weak 
Chebyshev system. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be an n-dimensional weak Chebysheo subspace of 
C(T), where T is a compact subset of R. 
(a) Then G is a complete weak Chebyshev subspace. 
(b) Given -a~=t,,<t,< ... <t,-,<t,=cO with {ti};:/cT. Then 
there exists a nontrivial g in G such that 
(-l)i+lg(x)>o, x E [ti- 1) ti) n T, i = l,..., n. 
For a proof of (a) and (b) see [13] and [4]. 
Suppose that g, is a best approximation from G to f on T. A subset S of 
the extreme points off - g, is said to be a critical point set if g, is a best 
approximation to f on S but is not a best approximation to f on any 
proper subset of S (see [lo]). A critical point set contains at most n + 1 
points. If G satisfies the Haar condition, then a critical point set has exactly 
n + 1 points. 
Now we shall consider subspaces of spline functions. 
Let A= {xi}~,i with a=x,<x,< ... <xk<xk+l=b be a partition of 
Z= [x,,, xk+ i]. The subspace S,(A) ofpolynomial spline functions of degree 
m - 1 (m > 2) with simple fixed knots at A is defined by 
S,(A)= {sECm-2[a,b]:s)Cx,,xi+,,En,_,, i=O ,..., k}, 
where Z7,,- , denotes all polynomials of degree <m - 1. Moreover, we 
define the following subspaces: 
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Let Z be an interval satisfying (x,,, xk+ i) c Zc [x0, xk+ i] and let T be a 
compact subset of I. Then 
S,(Z) = {s : s E S,(A): 
if Z= (x,, xk+ 1], then #)(x0) = 0, i = 0 ,..., m - 2, 
ifZ= [Ix,, xk+l), then #)(xk+,) =O, i=O ,..., m- 2, 
if Z= (x0, xk+ ,), then #)(x0) = s(‘)(xk+ i) = 0, 
i=O ,..., m--2}, 
&(I, T) = {s ( T: s E S,(Z)}. 
A local basis of S,(Z) will be very useful. Let the partition d be given. A 
partition a= (x~};=-~+,, n=m+k, with x-,+i< ... <x0< .** < 
xk+l< *** <x, is called an extended partition associated with A. 
Suppose that Mi, i= -m + l,..., k is the mth order B-spline associated 
with the knots xi,..., x~+~ (see [12, p. 1181). We also denote MiI, by Mi, 
where Zis a subset of [x-,+~, x,+k]. Then S,(Z)=span{M-,+,,..., Mk} 
if Z= [X0, &+i], S,(Z) = span(MO,..., Mk} if Z= (X0, xk+ 1-j and s,,,(Z)= 
span{~oT-T Mk-m+ I} if I= txop xk+ 1). 
PROBLEM I. Let the partition a= {xi};= +,,+ 1, n > 1, be given and let 
7=(x-,+1, x,). Suppose that T is a compact subset of [x _ m + 1, x,] such 
that dim S,(?; T) = n. Let f be a function in C(T). Determine the best 
approximations from S,(?; T) to f on T. 
Now we shall consider characterization theorems for best 
approximations to f (see [ 151). 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Problem I be given, where Tc (x-~+, , x,). 
(a) Then s0 is a solution of Problem I tf and only tf there exists a sub- 
interval J, and a subset R = { ui>;=+,l c Tn J, such that f-s,, has alter- 
nating extreme points on R, where R and J, satisfy 




G- m+lYX-m+q+l 1 if p= l,q<n, 
\ b--1>Ln+q+ll if p>l,qcn,q-Pam-1 
and 
UiE tx-m+i, xi--l), i = p + l,..., q. 
(b) The best approximations are uniquely determined on JR. 
(1.1) 
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(c) A subset S c T is a critical point set off - sO if and only if there 
exists a subinterval J, corresponding to S such that S and J, satisfy the 
properties of ( 1.1). 
If R is a critical point set off - sO, then we denote the subinterval J, to be 
associated with R. 
Remark. The subspace $,,(I) is spanned by B-splines. But it is possible 
to derive characterization theorems for all kinds of boundary conditions 
from Theorem 1.1 (for details, see [ 151). For example, if we set n = m + k 
and T= [x0, xk+ 1l we obtain the problem which was considered in [lo] 
and [ 11) that is an approximation problem defined on [x0, xk+ ,I. The 
characterization of best approximations in these papers follows 
immediately from this theorem. 
2. UNIQUENESS 
First, we want to study the problem of uniqueness of best 
approximations in this section. Alternation properties of the error function 
are very important. Let s0 be a solution of Problem I. If there exists a sub- 
interval [xi, x~+~+~- r] satisfying 
A Tn ~~,,~,+,+,-,~(f-hJ <j, (2.1) 
then s0 is nonunique. This result for the subspace S,(d) has been proved in 
[ 141. Using Lemma 1.1 it can be easily seen that the result is also true for 
Problem I. 
Now, we shall need the following notation: A function g, is called a 
strongly unique best approximation from a subspace G of C(Z) to f if there 
exists a constant k > 0 such that 
Ilf - Al 2 Ilf - all + k II g - gall for all g in G. 
Let Problem I be given where T c z Suppose that s0 is a solution. Then s,, 
is a strongly unique best approximation to f on T if and only if 
A Tn(x,,x,+,+,~,)(f-Sg)~j for all (xi, x~+~++ i) c 7. (2.2) 
It has been shown in [6] that these assertions are true if G = S,(d). The 
result is deduced from a general characterization theorem for strongly uni- 
que best approximations in weak Chebyshev subspaces. The above result 
also follows from this theorem. 
Now, we shall study strongly unique best approximations. We consider 
the relationship between best approximations for problems defined on sets 
and the best approximations on certain subsets thereof. 
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First, we shall give an inductive definition of a function. This construc- 
tion plays an important role in the theory of strict approximations (see 
[15, 161). For a definition of strict approximations see [lo]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let Problem I be given. Suppose that T is a finite sub- 
set of T where dim S,,,(r, T) =n. Set Go= S,(r), &= 4 and 
Z. = ( -m + l,..., n -m}. Then we define for j B 1 the following sequence 
of functions sj: Let Gj be the set of best approximations to the function 
f-(Sl+ “’ +Sj-1) (i.e. fifj= 1)on Tj= Tn {7\&_,) 
out of span { {Mi}i,Z,-,} and let Sj be a function in Gj. Suppose that Ij is a 
subinterval of ?\$- 1 which is associated with a critical point set Rj of 
(f-(s1+ *.. + sj)). Let rj : = Ilf- (sl + ... + sj)ll r,. Then we define 
~=~_,uZjandZj={iEZj_l:{X:Mi(x)#O}n~=~}.Thisconstruction 
is continued until Z, = 4 for some t. 
The function s(f; T) = s1 + . * * + s, is called the strict approximation off 
on T. {(Ii, Rip Yi)>t= 1 is said to be associated with s(f, T). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let s(f, T) be defined as above. Then the following asser- 
tions will hold: 
(a) R = Uf= 1 Ri contains at most 2n points. 
(b) Let s 1 R E 0 for some s E S,(T); then s = 0. 
Proof. It can be easily seen that the assertions will hold for n = 1. We 
now proceed by induction on n. Suppose that the theorem is correct for 
n - 1 and suppose that S,(T) is a subspace defined on 7= (x-,+ i, x,). It is 
obvious that 0 is a best approximation to e = f - s(f, T) from s,(T) on T. 
There exists a critical point set R, associated with a subinterval I,. We 
only consider the case where n = m + k and I, = [x,-i, XY,,,+~+ 1] c 
[xi, xk], q-p> m - 1. Then we conclude from Theorem 1.2 that 
R, = {&}y=‘,‘. It follows from properties which are proved in [lS] that 
S,(z R,) satisfies the Haar condition and that slR, = 0 implies sl,, -0 for 
all SE S,(Z,). Now we apply the induction hypothesis to the function 
e = f - s( f, T) on the subintervals ?;=(x-~+~,x~-,) and T3= 
(x- m+q+ i, x,). Using the construction of s(f, T) it follows that the subsets 
R, = R n r2 and w, = R n r3 satisfy the properties of the lemma relative to 
S,(rz) and S,(r,), respectively. R, contains at most 2(p - 1) points and 8, 
at most 2(n - q) points. Hence R contains at most 2n - q + p points. 
Moreover, we obtain that sl R, = 0 for SE S,(Ti) implies ~17; =0 for all 
s E S,(rJ, i = 2, 3. Therefore s I R = 0 implies s 17, - 0 for all s E S,(r). The 
other cases of I, can be similarly shown. 
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The process of Definition 2.1 cannot be carried out on a compact set T, 
in general. For example, let T= [x-, + i, x,] in Problem I; then it is 
possible that {x-,+i} or {xn} is a critical point set. Then the best 
approximation is uniquely determined on one point, in general. Therefore 
we consider a modified subset. Let Problem I be given and 
Tc (x-,+1, x,). Then 
n-1 
Te=(x_ mfl9 xn)\ u {tXimE7 xi)“(xi3 xi+E)) 
i= --m+2 
for some E>O and TE= Tnre. 
Using Theorem 1.2 we can show that the construction of Definition 2.1 is 
also possible for the subset TE:,, E> 0 and sufhciently small. Hence we obtain 
a function s(f, Te) = Cf= I si such that sj is a best approximation to 
f-(s1+ ... + sj- ,) on TE n {T\$- 1 } for all j = l,..., t, where the partition 
{(Ii, Ri, Yi)>t= 1 corresponds to T8. The functions s(f, T8) can be con- 
sidered as strict approximations on Te (See [ 161). 
We shall use this construction to characterize strongly unique best 
approximations. 
THEOREM 2.3. L.et Problem I be given and Tc 1 Suppose that Q, is a 
strongly unique best approximation to J: Then the following assertions will 
hold: 
(a) There exists a d>O such that s,=s(f; PC) for all O<E <d. 
Corresponding to all functions s(f, Te), 0 <E < d, we have a partition 
{(Ii,Ri,Yi))j,=l, whereyi=Yi+l, i=l,..., t-l. 
(b) The function s0 is a unique best approximation to f on R= 
Uf= 1 Ri. 
Proof: It follows from (2.2) that exists a constant d > 0 such that 
where 0 <E <d. We conclude from Theorem 1.2 that 0 is a best 
approximation from S,(T) to f - s,, on pE. Moreover, there exists a critical 
point set which is associated with a subinterval I,. We only consider the 
case where I, = [xp-,, x-,,,+~+~ 1. Then it follows from (2.3) that 
~?4-m+I.Xp-l) (f-s0)2P-1 
and 
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Hence there exists a critical point set off-s,, associated with a subinterval 
Z2 in T\Zi relative to S,(T\Z,). Moreover, we see that yi = y2, where 
yi = 11 f - solI Ts’,n,i,  = 1,2. Using these arguments we are able to apply the 
construction of Definition 2.1 to the function f - s0 on Te and we obtain a 
partition {(Ii, Ri, ri)};=i, where yi=yi+ i, i= l,..., t - 1. It follows from 
these properties that s,, = s(f, FE) for all 0 < E < d. Moreover, we conclude 
from the construction that s0 is a unique best approximation to f on R. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f E C(T) and QE S,(z T). If there exists a par- 
tition {(Zi, Ri)}f= 1 satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2.3(a), then we say 
{(Ii, Ri)}j= 1 is to be associated with sO. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that R = U:= 1 Ri contains at most 2n points 
and s 1 R z 0 implies s E 0 for all s E S,(r), where 1 (f - sO)( t)l = II f - s,,ll for 
all t E R. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let Problem I be given and T c 1 Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(a) The function f in C(T) has a strongly unique best approximation 
so. 
(b) There exists a partition ((Ii, Ri)}:= 1 which is associated with so. 
Proof. If f has a strongly unique best approximation so, then the asser- 
tions of (b) follow from Theorem 2.3. Assume to the contrary that (b) is 
satisfied. Then it follows from Theorem 1.2 that so is a unique best 
approximation to f on R = Uf= i Ri. Hence we conclude from [l] and the 
properties of R that so is strongly unique. 
Remark. It has been shown in [2] that strongly unique best 
approximations can be characterized by finite subsets satisfying properties 
as above. 
These results are important to the computation of best Chebyshev 
approximations. In [16, 171 the following algorithm is studied: 
ALGORITHM 2.6. Let Problem I be given and Tc ?. Let f be a function 
of C(T). Suppose that Te = Tn 7, is a compact subset of I” satisfying 
dim S,(z TcT,) =n and To is a finite subset of Fe such that dim S,,,(z To) = n. 
At the ith step is defined a finite subset Ti of Fe and s(f, Ti) is a best 
approximation from S,,,(Z) on Ti as defined in Definition 2.1. Let {Zii}T=, be 
a partition of 7 corresponding to s(f, Ti). Suppose that y, is a point of 
Tz n Zii such that 
I(f -4.6 Ti))(y,)l 2 I(f -46 Ti))(X)l for all XE TEnZii, j= l,..., ti. 
Then Ti+ 1 is given by Ti v { yii};!= 1, 
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The algorithm defines a sequence of finite subsets Ti and determines best 
approximations (f, Ti) on T,. Corresponding to s(f, Ti) we have partitions 
{(I,, R,, y,)};= , . The sets R’ = lJ;= i R, play a similar role as the so-called 
“references” in the Remez algorithm for subspaces atisfying the Haar con- 
dition. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that R’ contains at most 2n points. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let Problem I be given and Tc 1 Suppose that f has a 
strongly unique best approximation s,,. Then there exists a d > 0 such that the 
following assertions will hold 
(a) The sequence s(f, Ti) of Algorithm I converges to s0 on Tfor all 
O<&<d. 
(b) Let {(I,, R,, y,)}:= , be partitions corresponding to s(f, Ti) and 
let R’ = ui= 1 R,. Then each cluster point R of (R’} satisfies the following 
property: s 1 R - 0 implies s z 0 for all s E S,(I). 
(c) The function s0 is a unique best approximation from S,,,(z R) to f 
on R. 
Proof It follows from arguments as in [16] that s(f, Ti) converges on 
each set TE to a best approximation. Now we conclude from Theorem 2.3 
that there is a d> 0 such that s0 = s(f, Fe) for all 0 <E < d. Hence the 
sequence s(f, Ti) converges to s0 for all 0 <E < d. The other assertions 
follow as in [16]. 
Remark. If the cluster points of {R,} do not satisfy the properties of 
Theorem 2.7(b) then there arises problems in Algorithm 2.6. Then it is only 
possible to determine the best approximation on Fe;,, in general. 
If f has not a unique best approximation then we obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let Problem I be given and Tc 1 Suppose that there is a 
function s0 E S,,,(T) and d > 0 such that s,, = s(S, TE) for all 0 < E < d. Then the 
assertions of Theorem 2.7(a), (b) are true. Let R be a cluster point as in 
Theorem 2.7 then s0 is a strict approximation from S,(z R) to f on R. 
This theorem can be proved as Theorem 2.7. The function s0 can be con- 
sidered as a strict approximation for an approximation problem defined on 
an interval. 
3. NONUNIQUENESS ON FINITE SUBSETS 
In this section we shall study approximation problems on an interval 
and on subsets which “till out” the interval. We shall need the following 
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notation: Let X be a compact subset of R and Y a subset of X. We define 
the density of Yin X by d(X, Y)=maxxc,inf,.,l(x- y)l. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let the interval Z = [a, b] be given, let G be an n-dimen- 
sional subspace of C(Z) and f be in C(Z). Suppose that s,, is a unique best 
approximation from G to f which is not strongly unique. Then there exist 
finite subsets R, of Z for all E > 0 satisfying d(Z, R,) < E such that s0 is a best 
approximation from G to f on Z but s0 is not unique on R,. 
Proof. Let RI be a critical point set of f-s,,. Then s,, is a best 
approximation from G to f on RI. Let R, in Z be a finite subset such that 
d(Z, R,) < E, R, c R, and s ) R, = 0 implies s = 0 for all s E S,(Z). Then it 
follows that s,, is a best approximation to f on R, which is not uniquely 
determined. Assume to the contrary that s0 is a unique best approximation 
on R,. Then we conclude from [ 1 ] that s0 is a strongly unique best 
approximation on Z. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Remark 3.2. There exist unique best approximations which are not 
strongly unique. We shall give a simple example and consider Problem I. 
Let the partition d = {x1} be given where x,, = 0, x1 = 1, x2 = 2. Suppose 
that S,(Z), Z= [0,2], corresponds to A and the function f is defined as 
follows: f(x) = 8(x2 -x) + 1 for x E [0, l] and f(x) = -2x* + 4x - 1 for 
x E (1,2]. It is obvious that 0 is a unique best approximation to f: But 0 is 
not strongly unique since A(,,,,,)( f) = 0. 
A characterization of uniqueness for problems defined on [a, b] has been 
given in [9] and for subspaces of generalized Tchebycheffian splines in 
PI. 
Remark 3.3. Dunham [S] has established a sufficient condition such 
that the best approximations on all sufficiently dense subsets must be uni- 
que. Moreover, a special approximation problem is given which satisfies 
properties as in Theorem 3.1. 
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